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A B S T R A C T

Purpose
Vaccination with hybridoma-derived autologous tumor immunoglobulin (Ig) idiotype (Id) conjugated to
keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) and administered with granulocyte-monocyte colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF) induces follicular lymphoma (FL) –specific immune responses. To determine the
clinical benefit of this vaccine, we conducted a double-blind multicenter controlled phase III trial.

Patients and Methods
Treatment-naive patients with advanced stage FL achieving complete response (CR) or CR
unconfirmed (CRu) after chemotherapy were randomly assigned two to one to receive either Id
vaccine (Id-KLH � GM-CSF) or control (KLH � GM-CSF). Primary efficacy end points were
disease-free survival (DFS) for all randomly assigned patients and DFS for randomly assigned
patients receiving at least one dose of Id vaccine or control.

Results
Of 234 patients enrolled, 177 (81%) achieved CR/CRu after chemotherapy and were randomly
assigned. For 177 randomly assigned patients, including 60 patients not vaccinated because of
relapse (n � 55) or other reasons (n � 5), median DFS between Id-vaccine and control arms was
23.0 versus 20.6 months, respectively (hazard ratio [HR], 0.81; 95% CI, 0.56 to 1.16; P � .256). For
117 patients who received Id vaccine (n � 76) or control (n � 41), median DFS after randomization
was 44.2 months for Id-vaccine arm versus 30.6 months for control arm (HR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.39
to 0.99; P � .047) at median follow-up of 56.6 months (range, 12.6 to 89.3 months). In an
unplanned subgroup analysis, median DFS was significantly prolonged for patients receiving
IgM-Id (52.9 v 28.7 months; P � .001) but not IgG-Id vaccine (35.1 v 32.4 months; P � .807)
compared with isotype-matched control-treated patients.

Conclusion
Vaccination with patient-specific hybridoma-derived Id vaccine after chemotherapy-induced CR/
CRu may prolong DFS in patients with FL. Vaccine isotype may affect clinical outcome and explain
differing results between this and other controlled Id-vaccine trials.

J Clin Oncol 29:2787-2794. © 2011 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

Follicular lymphoma (FL), an indolent B-cell lym-
phoma, accounts for 22% of non-Hodgkin’s lym-
phomas diagnosed worldwide.1 Although survival
of patients with FL has improved with the addition
of rituximab to chemotherapy, advanced stage FL is
still considered incurable.2,3 Therefore, novel thera-
peutic strategies are needed to eliminate minimal
residual disease after chemotherapy.

The variable regions of surface immunoglobulin
(Ig) on a B-cell form a specific antigen-binding site
uniquetoeachIgandcontainmoleculardeterminants,
termed idiotype (Id), which can themselves be recog-
nized as antigens. Because B-cell malignancies are
clonal proliferations, Ig variable regions on the tumor
cells are distinct from those of other normal B-cells.
The idiotypic determinants of the surface Ig of B-cell
lymphoma can therefore serve as a tumor-specific an-
tigen for therapeutic vaccine development.4
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In experimental animal models, immunization with myeloma-Id
protein induced the immune system of the host to reject tumor cells
bearing idiotypic antigens.5,6 Induction of tumor-specific immune
responses was optimized by conjugation of Id protein to keyhole
limpet hemocyanin (KLH)7 and administration with granulocyte-
monocyte colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) as an adjuvant.8

Kwak et al9 first demonstrated the immunogenicity of Id vaccines in
patients with lymphoma using hybridoma-produced tumor Ig iso-
type–matched Id proteins. Subsequent pilot studies of this vaccine
formulation demonstrated feasibility but primarily induced humoral
immune responses.10,11 A landmark National Cancer Institute (NCI)
phase II study of patients with FL vaccinated with autologous
hybridoma-derived Id-KLH � GM-CSF in first complete remission
after prednisone, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, and etoposide
(PACE) chemotherapy demonstrated lymphoma-specific CD8� T-cell
responses in 95% of patients. Cellular immune responses correlated
with molecular remissions, demonstrating potential for elimination of
minimal residual disease by vaccination.12 These results provided the
rationale for this randomized controlled double-blind trial, with the
primary objective of confirming the effect of autologous hybridoma-
derived Id vaccine on disease-free survival (DFS) in patients with FL
using chemotherapy, vaccine formulation, and clinical setting identi-
cal to those in the NCI phase II study (Fig 1 A).

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients

Eligible patients had a diagnosis of FL, grade 1, 2, or 3a, confirmed by
central pathology review (E.S.J.); had monoclonal surface IgM or IgG on
tumor; were chemotherapy naive; and had bulky (� 5 cm) stage II, III, or IV
disease with a lymph node larger than 2 cm accessible for biopsy.

Study Design

This prospective randomized double-blind controlled trial was initiated
in January 2000 at the NCI and subsequently expanded to 17 centers in the
United States and Europe under sponsorship of Biovest International after
institutional review board approval at each center. After informed consent,
patients underwent an excisional lymph node biopsy to confirm pathology
and provide material for Id protein production (Fig 1A). Patients who
achieved complete response (CR)/CR unconfirmed (CRu)13 after PACE
chemotherapy12,14,15 were stratified by International Prognostic Index risk
group (0 to 2 v 3 to 4)16 and number of chemotherapy cycles (� eight v �
eight) and randomly assigned two to one to receive either Id vaccine
(Id-KLH � GM-CSF) or control (KLH � GM-CSF). Randomization was
performed centrally through a concealed Web-based random allocation
system (EMMES Corporation, Rockville, MD). Patients with less than
CR/CRu were excluded from randomization. Because of changes in stan-
dard of care for FL during the course of the trial, the protocol was amended
in 2007 to allow cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, prednisone,
and rituximab (R-CHOP) as induction therapy.17

Vaccine Therapy

Tumor isotype-matched Id protein was manufactured by heterohy-
bridoma technology (Data Supplement).12,18,19 At study initiation, estimated
time for Id-vaccine production was 6 to 12 months. To ensure that physicians
and patients remained blinded to treatment, release dates for Id vaccine and
control were matched using an algorithm (Data Supplement). Depending on
release date, randomly assigned patients who remained in CR/CRu received
five blinded Id-vaccine or control injections at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months, starting
between 6 and 12 months after completion of chemotherapy. Patients received
isotype-matched (IgM/IgG) Id-KLH or KLH 0.5 mg each subcutaneously on
day 1, with GM-CSF 100 �g/m2/d subcutaneously on days 1 to 4. Patients

randomly assigned to receive Id vaccine for whom Id protein could not be
made received KLH � GM-CSF but were analyzed as randomized.

Study Evaluations

Physical examination; computed tomography scans of chest, abdomen,
and pelvis; and bone marrow examination were performed before chemother-
apy, after cycle four, and every two cycles thereafter before first vaccination and
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Fig 1. (A) Clinical trial schema. Previously untreated patients with advanced stage
follicular lymphoma underwent lymph node biopsy (LN Bx) after enrollment and
were treated with prednisone (60 mg/m2 orally daily on days 1 to 14), doxorubicin (25
mg/m2 intravenously [IV] on days 1 and 8), cyclophosphamide (650 mg/m2 IV on days
1 and 8), and etoposide (120 mg/m2 IV on days 1 and 8; PACE) chemotherapy
(chemo) every 28 days. Patients achieving complete response (CR)/CR unconfirmed
(CRu) were stratified according to International Prognostic Index (IPI) and number of
chemotherapy cycles and randomly assigned two to one to receive five injections of
hybridoma-derived autologous tumor immunoglobulin idiotype (Id) conjugated to
keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) and administered with granulocyte-monocyte
colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF; Id-KLH � GM-CSF) or control vaccine (KLH �
GM-CSF), respectively. (*) Low, low-intermediate or high-intermediate, high groups.
(†) � eight or � eight cycles. (B) CONSORT diagram of enrollment, randomization,
and treatment. Two hundred thirty-four patients were enrolled and 117 patients
were randomly assigned to receive at least one dose of the blinded vaccine; 76
received Id vaccine and 41 received control vaccine. Patients receiving fewer than
five immunizations either (*) withdrew from the study or (†) relapsed before
completion.
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4 weeks after fifth vaccination. Thereafter, physical examination and com-
puted tomography scans were performed every 6 months until relapse. Tumor
response was assessed by study investigators blinded to treatment assignment
according to the International Workshop response criteria for non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma.13 Common Toxicity Criteria version 2.0 were used for adverse
event (AE) reporting.

Statistical Analysis

The primary objective of the study was to determine whether Id vaccina-
tion prolonged DFS compared with control in patients with FL in durable
CR/CRu after chemotherapy. Two prospective efficacy analyses were per-
formed to compare DFS between treatment arms: first, all randomly assigned
patients, and second, randomly assigned patients remaining in CR/CRu at
time of vaccination and receiving at least one blinded vaccination. Secondary
objectives were to evaluate safety, overall survival (OS), and immunologic and
molecular responses.

Complete statistical methods are described in the Data Supplement. The
study intended to enroll 563 patients, and 375 were expected to attain CR/CRu.
Of these 375 patients, 250 would be randomly assigned to receive Id vaccine
and 125 to receive control. This number is sufficient to allow approximately
80% power to detect 50% reduction in hazard in the experimental arm with
minimum follow-up of 8 months. DFS was calculated from date of random-
ization until date of relapse or last follow-up. OS was calculated from date of
randomization until death or last follow-up. Kaplan-Meier survival curves
were constructed and the log-rank statistic used to test statistical differences
using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The trial was monitored annually by an
independent data monitoring committee (DMC). All patients were observed
for as long as possible to obtain survival information.

In an unplanned exploratory analysis, we compared DFS of Id-
vaccinated patients with control patients separately depending on tumor Ig
isotype. To address whether there was a differential treatment effect on DFS
depending on Ig isotype, we used Cox proportional hazards modeling; in
addition to both as main effects, we included an interaction term between
treatment and Ig isotype and International Prognostic Index and number of
chemotherapy cycles as covariates.

RESULTS

Study Population

Starting in January 2000, a total of 234 patients were enrolled
onto the study (Fig 1B; Data Supplement). Because of protracted
enrollment (Data Supplement), the trial was terminated before full
accrual, and data were locked on June 30, 2008, following DMC
recommendation. Efficacy results did not play a role in the DMC
decision to stop the study. At study termination, 219 patients had
completed PACE chemotherapy, and six had completed R-CHOP
chemotherapy. Of patients who received PACE, 177 (81%) achieved
CR/CRu and were stratified and randomly assigned to receive either Id
vaccine (n � 118) or control (n � 59; Data Supplement). Fifty-seven
patients (24%) were excluded from randomization because of failure
to achieve CR/CRu (n � 45), study closure (n � 8), screening failure
(n � 3), or withdrawal of consent (n � 1). Patients who received
R-CHOP were among the 57 patients excluded because of either study
closure (n � 3) or failure to achieve CR/CRu (n � 3). Before vaccina-
tion, 55 randomly assigned patients (31%) relapsed (Id-vaccine arm,
38; control arm, 17), and five randomly assigned patients were ex-
cluded because of study closure (Id-vaccine arm, three; control arm,
one) or loss to follow-up (Id-vaccine arm, one). Of 117 patients who
received at least one blinded vaccination, 76 received Id vaccine, and
41 received control. As expected from the vaccine release algorithm,
median time between randomization and initiation of vaccination was
not significantly different between the Id-vaccine (8.74 months) and

control (8.31 months) arms (P � .279; Appendix Fig A1, online only).
Id protein was successfully produced in 71 (93%) of 76 patients as-
signed to receive Id vaccine. Five patients assigned to the experimental
arm received KLH � GM-CSF because Id protein could not be pro-
duced, but they were analyzed as randomized. Six patients did not
complete the five intended vaccinations because of either withdrawal
(n � 2) or relapsed disease (n � 4), but they were analyzed as random-
ized. All baseline characteristics were well balanced between the
groups that received blinded vaccinations (n � 117; Table 1) as well as
between the two groups of 60 randomly assigned patients who did not
receive vaccinations (Table 2).

Efficacy

For all 177 randomly assigned patients, median DFS from ran-
domization between Id-vaccine and control arms was 23.0 versus 20.6
months, respectively (hazard ratio [HR], 0.81; 95% CI, 0.56 to 1.16;
P � .256; Fig 2A). There was no statistically significant difference in
median DFS between arms for the 60 randomly assigned patients who
did not receive vaccinations (6.08 months, Id-vaccine arm v 5.98
months, control arm; HR, 0.92; 95% CI, 0.51 to 1.65; P � .78; Appen-
dix Fig A2, online only), suggesting that the arms were well balanced
for baseline characteristics (Table 2). For 117 patients who received at

Table 1. Characteristics of Randomly Assigned Patients Who Received
Vaccination (n � 117)

Characteristic

Id
Vaccine
(n � 76)

Control
(n � 41)

P �No. % No. %

Age at enrollment, years .146
Mean 49.7 51.7
SD 9.7 9.1

Male sex 39 51.3 28 68.3 .083
White race 67 88.2 38 92.7 .537
ECOG performance status .222

0 64 84.2 30 73.2
1 12 15.8 11 26.8

Histology .845
FL, grade 1 34 44.7 17 41.5
FL, grade 2 42 55.3 24 58.5
IgM isotype 35 46.1 25 61.0
IgG isotype 40 52.6 15 36.6
IgM/IgG isotype 1 1.3 1 2.4

Stage .263
II 2 2.6 1† 2.4
III 29 38.2 10‡ 24.4
IV 45 59.2 30§ 73.2

International Prognostic Index 1.000
Low or low intermediate (0-2) 69 90.8 37 90.2
High intermediate or high (3-5) 7 9.2 4 9.8

� Eight induction chemotherapy cycles 38 50.0 22 53.7 .846

Abbreviations: ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; FL, follicular
lymphoma; Id, hybridoma-derived autologous tumor Ig idiotype; Ig, immuno-
globulin; SD, standard deviation.

�Comparisons between age groups were performed with nonparametric
t-tests using normal approximation (two-sided Wilcoxon test). Comparisons
between groups for remaining variables were performed using two-sided
Fisher exact test.

†P � 1.000 for comparison for stage II representation between two arms.
‡P � .154 for comparison for stage III representation between two arms.
§P � .160 for comparison for stage IV representation between two arms.
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least one blinded vaccination, median DFS was significantly pro-
longed in the Id-vaccine arm compared with that in the control arm
(Fig 2B). At a median follow-up of 56.6 months (range, 12.6 to 89.3
months), median DFS after randomization to the Id-vaccine arm was
44.2 months versus 30.6 months for the control arm (P � .045). Using
a Cox proportional hazard model, a statistically significant HR of 0.62
was achieved (95% CI, 0.39 to 0.99; P � .047). Median OS was not
reached in either group; the number of deaths was too low to enable
any conclusions about OS (Fig 2C).

In an unplanned subgroup analyses, we also analyzed DFS of
vaccinated patients by tumor Ig heavy and light chain isotypes
(Data Supplement). For IgM and IgG heavy chain isotype groups,
there were no statistically significant differences in baseline patient
characteristics between experimental and control arms (IgM iso-
type, n � 35 v n � 25; IgG isotype, n � 40 v n � 15 for Id-vaccine
and control arms, respectively). Two patients had mixed IgM/IgG
biopsy isotypes and were excluded from this analysis (Data Sup-
plement). Among patients receiving an IgM-Id vaccine, median
time to relapse after randomization was 52.9 months versus 28.7
months in IgM tumor isotype control-treated patients (P � .001;
HR, 0.34; 95% CI, 0.17 to 0.68; P � .002; Fig 3A) and 30.6 months
in all controls (P � .010; Appendix Fig A3, online only). Among

patients receiving IgG-Id vaccine, median time to relapse after
randomization was 35.1 months versus 32.4 months in IgG tumor
isotype control-treated patients (P � .807; HR, 1.1; 95% CI, 0.50 to
2.44; P � .807; Fig 3B). Cox proportional hazard modeling sup-
ports an interaction between treatment and Ig isotype (P � .039).
When patients were grouped by light chain type, there was no
difference in DFS (data not shown).

Safety

Both Id vaccine and control were safe and well tolerated. There
were no statistically significant differences in frequency or type of AE

Table 2. Characteristics of Randomly Assigned Patients Who Did Not
Receive Vaccination (n � 60)

Characteristic

Id Vaccine
(n � 42)

Control
(n � 18)

P �No. % No. %

Age at enrollment, years .276
Mean 49.6 46.6
SD 10.3 10.8

Male sex 21 50.0 7 38.9 .574
White race 37 88.1 14 77.8 .431
ECOG performance status .163

0 30 71.4 16 88.9
1 11 26.2 1 5.5
2 1 2.4 1 5.5

Histology 1.000
FL, grade 1 20 47.6 8 44.4
FL, grade 2 22 52.4 10 55.6
IgM isotype† 26 61.9 8 44.4
IgG isotype† 15 35.7 8 44.4
IgM/IgG isotype† 0 0.0 1 5.6
IgD isotype† 1 2.4 1 5.6

Stage .520
III 11 26.2 3 16.7
IV 31 73.8 15 83.3

International Prognostic Index 1.000
Low or low intermediate (0-2) 36 85.7 16 88.9
High intermediate or high (3-5) 6 14.3 2 11.1

� Eight induction chemotherapy cycles 22 52.4 7 38.9 .405

Abbreviations: ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; FL, follicular
lymphoma; Id, hybridoma-derived autologous tumor Ig idiotype; Ig, immuno-
globulin; SD, standard deviation.

�Comparisons between age groups were performed with nonparametric
t-tests using normal approximation (two-sided Wilcoxon test). Comparisons
between groups for remaining variables were performed using two-sided
Fisher exact test.

†Isotypes reflect tumor biopsy isotype as determined by flow cytometry
or immunohistochemistry.
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Fig 2. Disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) according to
treatment group for all randomly assigned patients (n � 177) and randomly
assigned patients who received blinded vaccinations (n � 117). (A) Kaplan-Meier
survival curves for DFS for all randomly assigned patients are shown according to
treatment group: hybridoma-derived autologous tumor immunoglobulin idiotype
(Id) vaccine (n � 118) and control vaccine (n � 59). Kaplan-Meier survival curves
for (B) DFS and (C) OS for randomly assigned patients who received at least one
dose of Id vaccine (n � 76) or control (n � 41).
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observed between groups. Grade 1 to 2 AEs, especially injection-site
reactions (� 80% of patients) with erythema and induration lasting
for a few days, were common in both groups (Data Supplement).
However, grade 3 to 4 AEs were rare; there were no Id vaccine–related
deaths (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

In this controlled clinical trial, treatment comparison on the basis of
177 patients, including 60 nonvaccinated patients, did not show a
statistically significant difference in DFS between Id-vaccine and con-
trol arms (Fig 2A). However, a higher than expected relapse rate for
randomly assigned patients, which precluded experimental therapy,
may have obscured the treatment effect. Thus, the principal focus of
our prospective efficacy analysis was on the group of 117 randomly
assigned patients who received at least one blinded vaccination. For
this group of patients with FL vaccinated during CR/CRu after PACE
chemotherapy, our results demonstrate that the patient-specific
hybridoma-derived Id protein vaccine significantly prolonged DFS
compared with the control vaccine (Fig 2B). Although the ideal time
for randomization is at initiation of experimental therapy, we made
the decision to randomize well in advance, immediately after comple-
tion of chemotherapy, so that resources would not be expended
manufacturing patient-specific vaccines for the control group.

Nevertheless, our results should have the same validity as if random-
ization had occurred at initial vaccination, if patients allocated to each
arm were equally likely to drop out of the study before vaccination.
Indeed, DFS analysis of the 60 patients who were randomly assigned
but not vaccinated showed no suggestion of treatment effect (Appen-
dix Fig A2, online only), demonstrating that arms were well balanced
in baseline characteristics (Table 2). Furthermore, the concealed ran-
domization, double-blinded nature of the study, use of a vaccine
release algorithm to achieve comparable times from randomization to
vaccination for each treatment arm (Appendix Fig A1, online only),
similar rate of injection site reaction in both groups (Table 3), and
analysis of data by an independent statistician guarded against intro-
duction of unintentional bias in the efficacy analysis of 117 vaccinated
patients. The improvement in DFS observed for Id-vaccine treatment
(Fig 2B) despite use of KLH � GM-CSF, a potentially active form of
immunotherapy,20,21 in the control arm also suggests that the clinical
benefit induced by Id vaccine may have been even greater had the
control group received a placebo.

Although termination of the trial before completion of the
planned accrual resulted in a smaller sample size than originally in-
tended and decreased the power to detect a difference in DFS between
treatment arms (Fig 2A), the study nevertheless showed a statistically
significant improvement in DFS for Id-vaccinated patients (Fig 2B).
As previously suggested, randomized trials may overcome limitations
of small sample size and yield valid conclusions if baseline character-
istics are well balanced and allocation is concealed, and if they are
double-blinded.22,23 These features, built into our trial, together with
the fact that the HR for DFS was 0.62 (Fig 2B), support the conclusion
that the treatment effect observed by this vaccine was not exaggerated.

Although the epitopes after Id vaccination have been shown to be
derived from the unique variable region of tumor Ig,24,25 the isotype of
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Fig 3. Disease-free survival (DFS) according to tumor immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy
chain isotype for randomly assigned patients who received blinded vaccination.
Randomly assigned patients who received at least one dose of the hybridoma-
derived autologous tumor immunoglobulin idiotype (Id) vaccine or control vaccine
were grouped according to isotype of their tumor Ig heavy chain. Kaplan-Meier
survival curves for DFS for Id vaccine and control groups according to (A) IgM and
(B) IgG isotype.

Table 3. Summary of Grades 1 and 2 Adverse Events

Adverse Event�

Id Vaccine
(n � 76)

Control
(n � 41)

P †No. % No. %

Injection site reaction 67 88.2 34 82.9 .574
Fatigue 41 53.9 16 39.0 .175
Myalgia 35 46.1 14 34.1 .243
Headache 27 35.5 12 29.3 .543
Arthralgia 25 32.9 14 34.1 1.000
Infection 16 21.1 2 4.9 .029
Nausea 16 21.1 8 19.5 1.000
Bone pain 15 19.7 7 17.1 .808
Pruritus 14 18.4 9 22.0 .635
Noncardiac chest pain 13 17.1 6 14.6 .799
Pyrexia 13 17.1 5 12.2 .596
Dyspepsia 12 15.8 3 7.3 .253
Flushing 11 14.5 4 9.8 .571
Influenza-like illness 10 13.2 5 12.2 1.000
Pain 10 13.2 4 9.8 .768
Abdominal pain 10 13.2 3 7.3 .539
Diarrhea 10 13.2 2 4.9 .211
Sweating 9 11.8 3 7.3 .537
Hyperglycemia 8 10.5 1 2.4 .158

Abbreviation: Id, hybridoma-derived autologous tumor immunoglobulin idiotype.
�Most common � 10% in either group.
†Comparisons between groups were performed with two-sided Fisher

exact test.
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the constant region may influence the immunogenicity of variable
region epitopes.26,27 Preclinical studies have shown that Ids switching
to IgG became tolerogenic, whereas Ids of their IgM progenitors were
highly immunogenic.26,27 Moreover, the fragment crystallizable (Fc)
region of IgG has been shown to have highly promiscuous major
histocompatibility complex class II T-cell epitopes that specifically
activate regulatory T cells and skew immune responses toward toler-
ance rather than immunogenicity.28 Therefore, we analyzed DFS of
vaccinated patients according to their tumor Ig isotype. We observed
that vaccination with IgM-Id but not IgG-Id significantly prolonged
DFS compared with isotype-matched controls (Fig 3). Although this
was unplanned, and this trial was not powered to address such subset
analysis, the observed treatment effects differed dramatically by iso-
type. Indeed, the 2-year improvement in DFS after IgM-Id vaccination
(Fig 3A) was comparable to the magnitude of benefit observed with
the addition of rituximab to induction chemotherapy3 or consolida-
tion with yttrium-90 [90Y]ibritumomab tiuxetan after induction
chemotherapy.29 However, formal comparison of these therapies
would require randomized trials. It is also noteworthy that the DFS
curves separated at approximately 20 months when the data were
analyzed for all randomly assigned patients (Fig 2A), all vaccinated
patients (Fig 2B), or all IgM vaccinated patients (Fig 3A), suggesting
that the vaccine had a true clinical effect that was greater, more signif-
icant, and more readily apparent compared with the control when the
correct patient population was analyzed.

The improvement in DFS observed for patients receiving Id
vaccine in our trial stands in contrast to the results of the Genitope30

and Favrille31 phase III trials, which failed to show clinical benefit with
recombinant Id vaccines in FL. The significant differences in trial
design and vaccine formulation are likely responsible for the different
clinical outcomes observed in these three phase III trials (Data Supple-
ment). The present study used the phase II NCI treatment protocol and
hybridoma Id protein manufacturing method.12,18 With regard to trial
design, the Favrille and Genitope trials differed significantly from our trial
by extending eligibility to patients with partial response and stable dis-
ease in addition to CR/CRu after chemotherapy, using less aggressive
induction chemotherapy before vaccination, and not stratifying by
clinical prognostic factors for treatment allocation. It is conceivable
that the benefit of Id vaccination is discernable only in patients with
minimal residual disease (ie, CR/CRu) after chemotherapy.

The hybridoma technique18 used in our trial yields Id proteins
that more closely resemble the native Ig on the tumor cell surface,
compared with the recombinant DNA–derived Id proteins used in
the Genitope and Favrille studies.10 Production of recombinant pro-
tein may have altered post-translational modifications such as glyco-
sylation, which can result in profound changes in final protein tertiary
structure.32 In addition, the hybridoma technique yields Id proteins
with IgM or IgG Fc regions identical to the tumor Ig isotype, as
opposedtotheuniversalIgGFcusedtoproduceIdvaccinesforallpatients
in the Genitope and Favrille trials. It is possible that use of a universal IgG
Fc may have altered the immunogenicity of Id vaccine (Fig 3).

This trial was initiated in the prerituximab era and used standard
combination chemotherapy as the induction regimen. In current
practice, chemotherapy is administered with rituximab because it
improves overall response rate, progression-free survival, and OS in
patients with FL.2,3,33,34 However, rituximab-containing immuno-
chemotherapies do not seem to be curative, and complementary
treatment strategies that are well tolerated are needed.33,34 Although

rituximab induces prolonged B-cell deletion and delays induction of
humoral response after Id vaccination, generation of tumor-specific
cellular immunity is not affected.35 Phase I and II clinical trials have
suggested that tumor-specific humoral and cellular immune re-
sponses after Id vaccination may each independently induce tumor
regression and have been associated with improvement in clinical
outcome in FL.10-12,36,37 Although the relative importance of humoral
versus cellular immunity in efficacy of Id vaccination is unclear, cellu-
lar immunity induced by Id vaccination could conceptually comple-
ment rituximab-containing immunochemotherapies and minimize
emergence of immune escape variants of the tumor.24 Furthermore,
use of more effective induction therapies would minimize early re-
lapse and facilitate vaccination in most patients (Fig 1B).

In conclusion, this trial shows that vaccination with patient-
specific hybridoma-derived Id vaccine after chemotherapy-induced
CR/CRu may prolong DFS in patients with FL. Furthermore, our
results suggest that the isotype of the Fc region may influence immu-
nogenicity of Id vaccines. If confirmed, our findings will have pro-
found implications on Id vaccine production strategies and clinical
development for FL and other B-cell malignancies.
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Glossary Terms

Epitope: Region within an antigen that has the potential to give
rise to an antibody response. With respect to protein antigens,
epitopes may be defined on the basis of primary, secondary, or
tertiary structure of the molecule and, consequently, maybe ex-
posed or hidden within the molecule.

Hybridoma: A cell line generated by fusing a B cell expressing
a unique surface antibody of interest and a myeloma cell that
does not produce an antibody by itself. The fusion cell line se-
cretes the antibody of interest.

Idiotype: The unique amino acid sequences in the variable regions
of the heavy and light chains of an immunoglobulin molecule.

Immunogenic: Capable of inducing an immune response.

Immunoglobulin isotype : The isotype of the immuno-
globulin refers to the different constant regions of the heavy
and light chains of the immunoglobulin. Based on the con-
stant region of the heavy chain, the isotype of the immuno-
globulin may be IgM, IgG, IgA, IgD, or IgE. Based on the
constant region of the light chain, the isotype of the immuno-
globulin may be either kappa or lambda.

Immunotherapy: A therapeutic approach that uses cellular
and/or humoral elements of the immune system to fight a disease.

Keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH): KLH is an extracellular re-
spiratory protein isolated from hemolymph of the marine mollusk, the gi-
ant keyhole limpet Megathura crenulata, that is native to the Pacific coast of
California and Mexico. KLH is known to be highly immunogenic in hu-
mans and animals.

Regulatory T cells (known as suppressor T cells): are a specialized
subpopulation of T cells that act to suppress activation of the immune system
and thereby maintain immune system homeostasis and tolerance to self-
antigens. This is an important “self-check” built into the immune system so that
responses do not go haywire. Regulatory T cells come in many forms, including
those that express the CD8 transmembrane glycoprotein (CD8 T cells), those
that express CD4, CD25 and Foxp3 (CD4CD25 regulatory T cells or “Tregs”)
and other T cell types that have suppressive function. These cells are involved in
closing down immune responses after they have successfully tackled invading
organisms and also in keeping in check immune responses that may potentially
attack one’s own tissues (autoimmunity).

Therapeutic vaccine: A vaccine used for induction of humoral and/or
cellular immune responses against an antigen or set of antigens to treat ex-
isting disease. In contrast, prophylactic vaccines are used to induce humoral
and/or cellular immune responses against an antigen or set of antigens to
prevent a future disease.

Tolerogenic: Not capable of inducing an immune response.
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